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Abstract
Gene effects were studied for 12 characters in three crosses of Gossypium hirsutum by six generation mean model to determine
the potential for improvement of yield components and fiber quality in upland cotton. Additive genetic variance (gene action) was
predominantly operating in the inheritance of boll weight, single plant yield, and lint index. In the presence of epistasis dominance and
additive × additive gene effects were observed for boll weight, single plant yield, lint index, ginning outturn, 2.5 percent span length, bundle
strength fineness and uniformity ratio. Boll weight, lint index, seed index, ginning outturn, fineness, bundle strength and uniformity ratio
were predominantly under the control of dominance and dominance × dominance gene action. Duplicate type epistasis was noticed for
all the studied characters and the possible breeding strategies for improvement of lint yield and quality traits were discussed.
Keywords: fibre quality , gene effects, generation mean model
Introduction

Cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) is one of the important commercial crops of world and it is considered as
the ‘King’ of fibers. India ranks number one in the world
accounting for 33% of the total area planted under cotton. However, even with highest area under cotton, 10.7
million hectares, India ranks second with 22% of world
production (AICCIP Report, 2010-2011). India’s average
lint yield is only 496 kg/ha as compared to world average
of 748 kg/ha (AICCIP Report, 2010-2011). In addition
to lint yield, fiber quality is foremost apparent for high
market price. Cotton fiber quality is defined by its physical
properties that relate to the spinnability into yarn and textile performance (Chee et al., 2005a). The most important
of these properties are those associated with the length,
strength and fineness/ micronaire of the fiber (Poehlman
and Sleper, 1995). Other components of cotton fiber quality include length uniformity index, elongation, color as
reflectance (Rd) and yellowness (+b). The naturally wide
variations in fiber quality, in combination with differences
in end-use requirements, result in significant variability
in the value of cotton lint to the processor. Therefore, a
system of premiums and discounts has been established
to denote a specified base quality. In general, cotton fiber
value increases as bulk-averaged fibers increase in whiteness (Rd), length, strength, and discounts are made for
both low and high mike. Ideal fiber-quality specifications
favored by processors traditionally have been summarized,
“as white as snow, as long as wool, as strong as steel and as
fine as silk.” These specifications are extremely difficult but
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important to incorporate into a breeding program or to
set as goals for cotton producers (Bradow and Davidonis,
2000).
Earlier, cotton industries were not given much importance to fibre strength compare to other fibre quality
parameters. Due to the modernization of textile industry
through increased automation of high speed spinning, fibre strength stands first in order of preference followed by
length, for making cotton quality to be comparable and
competitive with the man made fibre. There is an urgent
need to develop cotton varieties or hybrids for high fibre
strength (more than 25 g/tex) because the fibre strength
in present day Indian cultivars, especially upland and desicotton (Indian origin cotton, G. arboreum and G. herbaceum) is between 15 to 22 g per tex. Screening germplasm
followed by integration of high fibre quality with high
lint yield is the breeding strategy to be followed. The information on the gene effects for various yield and quality
characters are needed for formulation an efficient breeding programme to achieve desired genetic improvement in
cotton. The present investigation has been conducted to
investigate the gene effects in three single crosses of upland
cotton for yield and fibre quality parameters.
Materials and methods

The experimental material comprised of three parents,
their respective F1 hybrids and segregating populations
(F2) and back cross populations to each parent (BC1 and
BC2). The research trial was laid put in Randomized Block
Design (RBD) with three replication at Tamil Nadu Ag-
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ricultural University, Coimbatore in Kharif (rainy) 20072008. Parents and F1’s in two rows and F2’s and back cross
populations in four rows of 6 m length were sown in each
replication. The selected field was irrigated, black soil and
the normal production practices were followed with spacing of 75 cm between rows and 60 cm between plants.
Data on five random plants from each replication of parents, F1’s and backcross populations and fifteen plants per
replication in F2 generation were recorded on both quality
and quantitative characters as mentioned in Tab. 1 and 2.
Tab. 1. Gene effects and type of epistasis (gene interaction) for
lint yield and their components characters in upland cotton
Characters

Gene effects
m

d

h

i

j

l

Type of
epistasis

KC2 × MCU5
Symbodia per plant

21.82**

-2.47

- 2.62

- 1.29

- 0.73

- 8.44

Number of bolls

22.20**

-2.67

10.73

NS

NS

NS

Complementary
epistasis
-

Boll weight

3.71**

-0.84**

0.97

0.65

- 0.50

- 0.39

Duplicate
epistasis

Single plant yield

78.91**

-31.08

77.45

58.60

- 18.25

- 71.60

Duplicate
epistasis

Seed index

9.73**

-1.01

-0.74

NS

NS

NS

Lint index
Ginning outturn

5.80**
37.91**

-1.22
-3.13

- 2.66**
- 11.89*

- 2.61
- 12.86**

- 0.99**
- 4.42**

Mather and Jinks (1971). The scaling test was to detect the
presence of epitasis (Mather, 1949).
Results and discussion

Gene effects in six parameter model revealed that
mean values were highly significant for all the characters
in all the crosses (Tab. 1 and 2). The cross ‘KC2 x MCU
5’ showed significant additive gene effects (d) for boll
weight, single plant yield, lint index, ginning outturn, 2.5
percent span length, fineness and elongation percentage.
The crosses ‘KC2 x MCU12’ for 2.5 percent span length,
uniformity ratio and elongation percentage, and ‘MCU5
x MCU12’ for seed index, bundle strength, fineness, uniformity ratio and elongation percentage showed significant additive gene effects (d), indicating that additive gene
action was operative for the control of these traits in respective crosses. For improving above characters, pedigree
method will be useful for selection of segregate for finding
superior genotypes.
Tab. 2. Gene effects and type of epistasis (gene interaction) for
fibre quality characters

-

3.77**

Duplicate
epistasis

17.16**

Duplicate
epistasis

KC2 × MCU12
Symbodia per plant

18.80**

1.73

5.07

NS

NS

NS

Number of bolls

20.04**

- 3.80

10.62

8.76

- 1.53

- 5.16

Duplicate
epistasis

Boll weight

3.93**

0.42

1.84**

1.47*

0.79

- 2.66*

Duplicate
epistasis

Single plant yield

73.55**

- 7.46

98.68**

84.62*

9.65

- 94.70

Duplicate
epistasis

Seed index

9.06**

0.48

4.39*

4.21*

0.98

- 5.96*

Duplicate
epistasis

Lint index

5.65**

0.54

1.43

1.18

0.88

- 2.11

Duplicate
epistasis

Ginning outturn

38.48**

1.13

-5.57

NS

NS

NS

-

MCU5 × MCU12
Symbodia per
plant. K=

20.00**

0.80

1.07

NS

NS

NS

Number of bolls

21.02**

- 2.13

10.04

11.38

- 1.27

- 15.11

Duplicate
epistasis

Single plant yield

84.36**

- 6.05

101.89**

92.80

- 1.77

-112.95*

Duplicate
epistasis

Seed index

11.05**

- 0.74*

- 3.05

- 2.96

- 1.20

3.70

Duplicate
epistasis

Lint index

5.45**

- 0.15

2.75

2.50*

- 0.03

- 3.08*

Duplicate
epistasis

Ginning outturn

33.52**

1.08

15.47*

14.27*

2.59

-18.22**

Duplicate
epistasis

Where, m = mean, d = additive, h = dominance, i = additive x additive, j = additive
x dominance, l = dominance × dominance NS = Non Significant, * =significant
at the 0.05 probability level, ** =significant at the 0.01 probability level

Crosses were showing significant variation among generations in randomized block design were subjected to
generation mean analysis for six parameters according to

Characters

Gene effects
m

d

h

2.5 % span length

29.63**

- 1.86**

0.84

Bundle strength

22.37**

- 0.24

- 2.92*

i

Type of epistasis

j

l

1.03

1.86

- 3.66

Duplicate epistasis

- 3.50*

0.84

1.96

Duplicate epistasis

KC2 × MCU5

Fineness

4.19**

- 0.21*

- 1.61**

- 1.66**

- 0.39**

1.47*

Duplicate epistasis

Uniformity ratio

48.24**

- 1.13

- 4.38

- 4.04*

- 4.53*

4.31

Duplicate epistasis

Elongation
percentage

6.47**

0.26*

0.65

1.16

- 0.28

- 0.90

Duplicate epistasis

2.5 % span length

28.42**

2.01**

13.24**

11.22**

3.43**

-23.98**

Duplicate epistasis

Bundle strength

20.76**

0.01

2.71*

2.64*

0.71

- 6.43**

Duplicate epistasis

KC2 × MCU12

Fineness

4.19**

0.04

- 2.45**

- 2.41**

0.08

3.67**

Duplicate epistasis

Uniformity ratio

49.26**

- 2.33**

- 9.72**

- 8.22**

- 4.10**

16.69**

Duplicate epistasis

Elongation
percentage

7.02**

- 1.01**

0.07

0.14

- 1.03**

1.91

Complementary
epistasis

MCU5 × MCU12
2.5 % span length

30.57**

0.73

7.76**

7.11**

- 1.58**

-12.17**

Duplicate epistasis

Bundle strength

20.82**

2.94**

4.88**

4.88**

2.57**

- 6.98**

Duplicate epistasis

Fineness

4.07**

- 0.53**

- 0.69

- 0.76*

- 0.31*

0.36

Duplicate epistasis

Uniformity ratio

48.11**

1.60*

- 6.14*

- 7.38

3.23**

7.58*

Duplicate epistasis

Elongation
percentage

6.96**

0.65*

- 0.04

0.02

1.17

0.24

Duplicate epistasis

Where, m = mean, d = additive, h = dominance, i = additive x additive, j = additive
x dominance, l = dominance × dominance. NS = Non Significant, * =Significant
at the 0.05 probability level, ** =Significant at the 0.01 probability level

Pedigree breeding procedure is adequate for achieving
the breeding objectives for improving economic traits for
the crosses which show additive gene variance. Pedigree
breeding for improving genotypes was suggested by Patel
and Bandaya (1993) for seed cotton yield, Wang and Pan
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(1991) for boll weight, seed index and 2.5 percent span
length, Meredith and Bridge (1972) for fiber fineness in
cotton.
Dominance gene action was significantly operative in
the cross ‘KC2 x MW5’ for single plant yield, lint index,
ginning outturn, bundle strength, fineness and uniformity ratio in ‘KC2 x MCU12’ for boll weight, single plant
yield, seed index, 2.5 percent span length, bundle strength,
fineness and uniformity ratio: and in ‘MUC5 x MUC12’
for single plant yield lint index, ginning outturn, 2.5 percent span length, bundle strength and uniformity ratio.
The relative magnitude of additive (d) and dominance
(h) gene effects indicated that bundle strength and single
plant yield were predominantly under the control of additive and dominance gene action gene action, respectively
in the cross ‘MW5 x MW12’. Dominance gene action was
reported for plant height and number of bolls per plant
(Arumugam Pillai and Amirthadevarathirnam, 1997;
Sandhu et al., 1992); seed cotton yield per plant (Despande
et al., 1988; Sandhu et al., 1992; Patel and Badaya, 1995;
Kumaresan et al., 2000); fibre fineness by Subrahmanyam
et al. (1989) and plant height, seed index, ginning outturn
and elongation percentage by Saravanan (2004).
The predominance of both additive and dominance
gene effects was also reported by Dhorajia et al. (1995)
and Wang and Pan (1991) for number of bolls per plant,
Nadarajan et al. (1999) for lint index, seed index, ginning
outturn. Wang and Pan (1991), Nadarajan and Sree Rangasmy (1992) and Nadarajan et al. (1999) for 2.5 percent
span length, fibre strength, fibre fineness and uniformity
ratio. Among the non-allelic gene interaction components,
additive x additive (i) type of gene action was significantly
operative for lint index, ginning outturn, bundle strength,
fineness and uniformity ratio in cross ‘KC2 x MCU12’ for
boll weight, single plant yield, seed index, 2.5 percent span
length, bundle strength, fineness and uniformity ratio and
in cross ‘MCU 5 x MCU12’ for single plant yield, lint
index, ginning outturn, 2.5 percent span length, bundle
strength and fineness showed additives x additive (i) type
of gene action.
The additive x dominance (j) type of gene action was
significantly operate for boll weight, lint index, ginning
outturn, fineness and uniformity ratio in cross ‘KC2 x
MCU12’ and for seed index, ginning outturn, 2.5 percent
span length, bundle strength, fineness and uniformity ratio
in cross ‘MCU5 x MCU12’. Dominance x Dominance (l)
type of gene action was significantly operate for lint index,
ginning outturn and fineness, in cross KC2 x MCU5: for
boll weight, seed index, 2.5 percent span length, bundle
strength, fineness and uniformity ratio in cross MCU5 x
MCU12.
In order to exploit the presence of both additive x
dominance gene in a population/ cross, the superior
phenotypes selected on the basis of their progeny performance can be recombined and the products evaluated to
form on improved population base for another cycle of

selection. This cycle process gradually tends to change the
gene frequency of desired alleles in the population. In fact,
the best way to capitalize advantages of both addition and
over dominance effects is perhaps to resort among selected
families. If is thus intuitively obvious that mild inbreeding
will strengthen the correspondence between the genotype
and the phenotype thus promoting the prospects of selection (Sharma, 1994).
Duplicate type epitasis was involved in the development of all the crosses in majority of the characters. In general, the duplicate epitasis was found to be predominant
to complementary epitasis. There fore in order to exploit
the presence of interaction effects mainly dominance x
dominance and additive x dominance type, recurrent selection techniques may be useful as reported by Nadarajan and Rangasamy (1991) for lint yield. Predominance
of duplicate was reported by Thombre et al. (1987) for
seed cotton yield per plant. In contrast, predominance of
complementary epitasis was reported by Taware and Patil
(1994) for plant height, Arumugam Pillai and Amitthadevarathinam (1997) for number of sympodia per plant and
seed cotton yield per plant, Jashi et al. (1961) and Taware
and Patil (1994) for number of bolls. Additive component
of variation (D) was reported by May and Green (1994),
Hendawy et al. (1999), Ahmad et al. (2003), Iqbal et al.
(2003), Haq and Azhar (2004), Basal and Turgut (2005),
Muhammad et al. (2008) for all fibre quality characters.
For quantitative and quality characters duplicate
epistasis was predominant in most of the crosses. Therefore exploiting these characters by recurrent selection
may be utilized as suitable breeding technique. Some of
the characters controlled by additive gene action were also
observed. For exploiting these characters pedigree selection may also be suitable. Other characters for which additive and dominance gene action was observed reciprocal
breeding technique may be appropriate.
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